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The ~2500 km-long Himalaya plate boundary experienced three great earthquakes during the past century,
but none of them generated any surface rupture. The segments between the 1905–1934 and the 1897–1950
sources, known as the central and Assam seismic gaps respectively, have long been considered holding
potential for future great earthquakes. This paper addresses two issues concerning earthquakes along the
Himalaya plate boundary. One, the absence of surface rupture associated with the great earthquakes, vis-à-vis
the purported large slip observed from paleoseismological investigations and two, the current understanding
of the status of the seismic gaps in the Central Himalaya and Assam, in view of the paleoseismological and
historical data being gathered. We suggest that the ruptures of earthquakes nucleating on the basal
detachment are likely to be restricted by the crustal ramps and thus generate no surface ruptures, whereas
those originating on the faults within the wedges promote upward propagation of rupture and displacement,
as observed during the 2005 Kashmir earthquake, that showed a peak offset of 7 m. The occasional
reactivation of these thrust systemswithin the duplex zonemay also be responsible for the observed temporal
and spatial clustering of earthquakes in the Himalaya. Observations presented in this paper suggest that the
last major earthquake in the Central Himalaya occurred during AD 1119–1292, rather than in 1505, as
suggested in some previous studies and thus the gap in the plate boundary events is real. As for the
Northwestern Himalaya, seismically generated sedimentary features identified in the 1950 source region are
generally younger than AD 1400 and evidence for older events is sketchy. The 1897 Shillong earthquake is not
a décollement event and its predecessor is probably ~1000 years old. Compared to the Central Himalaya, the
Assam Gap is a corridor of low seismicity between two tectonically independent seismogenic source zones
that cannot be considered as a seismic gap in the conventional sense.
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1. Introduction

The Himalaya, one of themost active interplate regions of the world
has witnessed four great and many large earthquakes in recent history.
Although cultural habitats and the tradition of documentation have
existed in India for nearly four thousand years, records of ancient
earthquakes are incomplete. The past two centuries have witnessed
several significant earthquakes, four of which were of magnitude
N8 (Fig. 1). Given such frequency of large/great earthquakes, it is
reasonable to assume that the region might have experienced more
earthquakes in the past, which are probably not documented. Even for
the earthquakes identified from historic records, locations and
magnitudes remain uncertain and there have been many recent
attempts to reconstruct the earthquake history. For example, Iyengar
et al. (1999) have used scriptures and other archival information as
evidence for earthquakes in the medieval India, some of them dating to
BC 2600–1800. Similarly, in the updated catalog of earthquakes of
Northern India and Tibet, Ambraseys and Douglas (2004) have
reevaluated the size and locations of earthquakes during the last
200 years; seven earthquakes (M N7) during AD 15–18 century are
reported in their catalog.

Interestingly, none of the great earthquakes of the past century has
caused anyprimary surface rupture and thus the slip–magnitude scaling
relations have to be inferred primarily from paleoseismological and
geodetic data. Trenchingexcavations in thesource zonesof thepast great
earthquakeshave exposedpaleoliqefaction features, stratigraphic offsets
andother evidence for past earthquakes (Kumar et al., 2001, 2006, 2010;
Lave et al., 2005; Rajendran et al., 2004; Sukhija et al., 1999a,b, 2002;
Wesnousky et al., 1999). Displacements recorded in some trenches on
the foothills of the Central Himalaya have been interpreted to be of the
order of 16–26 m (Kumar et al., 2006, 2010). Similar displacement
(~17 m) has been reported also from trenches excavated near Nepal
(Lave et al., 2005).

Gaps of seismicity in time and space have been observed along the
~2500-km-long Himalaya plate boundary. The 500–800-km-long
segment of the Himalayan arc between the rupture zones of the great
1934 Bihar–Nepal and 1905 Kangra earthquakes, known as the central
seismic gaphasbeennoted for its prolongedquiescence in termsof plate
boundary events (Bilham et al., 2001; Khattri, 1987; Rajendran and
Rajendran, 2005; Satyabala and Gupta, 1996, for example). Notable
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Fig. 1. Map showing the Himalayan Frontal Thrust (HFT) and the significant earthquakes (source of data: Ambraseys and Douglas, 2004; Khattri, 1987; Oldham, 1883; Quittmeyer
and Jacob, 1979).
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among the large earthquakes in this region are the 1803, Mw ~7.7 and
the 1833, Mw ~7.7 events (Ambraseys and Douglas, 2004; Bilham,
1995; Rajendran and Rajendran, 2005). The 1866, Mw ~7.2 and the
1916,Ms 7.1 are the other large earthquakes that occurred in this region
during the last 200 years (Szeliga et al., 2010) Pacheco and Sykes, 1992).
Earlier studies have indicated that both the 1833 and 1866 earthquakes
have ruptured similar locations in the Nepal Himalaya (Khattri, 1987;
Oldham, 1883). Study by Szeliga et al. (2010) based on the evaluation of
intensity concurs with this and places this earthquake within 80 km of
Kathmandu. The 1505 earthquake, with an estimated rupture length of
~600 km and moment magnitude Mw 8.2, is projected as a significant
event to have occurred in the gap (Ambraseys and Douglas, 2004;
Ambraseys and Jackson, 2003; Feldl and Bilham, 2006); although its
status as a plate boundary event in the Central Himalaya is being
debated (Rajendran and Rajendran, 2005). Despite these reported
events, a Mw N8.0 earthquake is considered imminent in this region,
basedonplate convergence rates (Feldl andBilham, 2006;Wallace et al.,
2005). These observations call for a critical reevaluation of our current
understanding of the past earthquakes in this region.

Ever since the “Assam Seismic Gap” was proposed based on the
estimate of rupture extent between the 1950 and 1897 events, it has
been debated (Bapat, 1985; Khattri andWyss, 1978). Both these earth-
quakes have been well documented and they remain two of the best
studied, among the contemporary earthquakes (Ben-Menahem et al.,
1974; Oldham, 1899; Rao, 1953). Paleoseismological investigations
within their respective regionsof strongground shaking initiatedduring
the last decade provide further understanding on the record of past
events in this region (Kumar et al., 2010; Rajendran et al., 2004; Reddy
et al., 2009; Sukhija et al., 1999a,b). In this paper we address two
important issues concerning the seismicity of the Himalaya. One, we
review the status of the central and Assam seismic ‘gaps’ using a variety
of data that has already been gathered and two, we try to address the
issue of the lack of any surface rupture from known great/large
earthquakes of the last century as against the paleoslip observed in the
recent trenches excavated in the foot hills of the Himalaya.

2. Tectonics and large earthquakes

The Himalaya, ~2500 km-long and the highest mountain chain on
Earth has resulted from the collision between India and Eurasia that
started ~50–55 Myr ago with an estimated convergence of ~2000
to 3000 km (Molnar and Tapponier, 1975; Molnar et al., 1977). The
collision has produced three major south-verging thrust faults that
constitute the most significant tectonic features in the Himalaya, which
also accommodate the convergence across the Himalayan arc (Fig. 2A
and B). The northern most and the oldest of this thrust system is the
Main Central Thrust (MCT), which dips 30°–40° northward and marks
the contact between the Higher and the Lesser Himalaya (Gansser,
1964). The age of the youngest deformation in theMCT zone is unknown
(Hodges, 2000) and based on the absence of active deformation within
the Quaternary deposits, Nakata (1989) argued that this thrust system is
inactive. South of the MCT, the north-dipping thrust faults of the Main
Boundary Thrust (MBT) separate the predominantly pre-Tertiary Lesser
Himalayan sediments from the Tertiary and Quaternary sub-Himalayan
sediments. The MBT is clearly expressed as a fault in the bedrock and
locally it transports pre-Tertiary to Quaternary Lesser Himalayan and
sub-Himalayan sediments over the younger Quaternary deposits
(Nakata, 1989; Valdiya, 1992). The southernmost and the youngest of
the three thrusts is the Himalayan Frontal Thrust (HFT), which is not as
well exposed as the older ones, but occurs as a discontinuous range of
scarps that cut theQuaternaryfluvial terraces andalluvial fans (Kumar et
al., 2001;Nakata, 1989;Valdiya, 1992). All of these south-verging thrusts
within the Eurasian plate appear to merge with the Main Himalayan
Thrust (MHT), the plane of detachment commonly referred to as the
décollement (Hodges, 2000; Seeber and Armbruster, 1981) (Fig. 2B).

Plate motion models and GPS measurements suggest that India–
Eurasia convergence continues todayat a rate of about 40 to 50 mm/year
(Banerjee andBürgmann, 2002). Thrustingon theHFT takesupabout 10
to 20 mm/year of the total 40 to 50 mm/year of the convergence and the
remaining motion is absorbed by a combination of thrusting, crustal
extension and strike–slipmotionwithin the Eurasian plate (Avouac and
Tapponnier, 1993; Lave and Avouac, 2000). The continuing buildup
of strain results in occasional great and large earthquakes along the
Himalaya. The Himalaya plate boundary witnessed three major earth-
quakesduring thepast century and these are the1905Kangra (Ms7.83);
1934 Bihar–Nepal (Ms 8.15), and 1950 Assam (Ms 8.48) earthquakes
(magnitudes based on the revised estimates by Ambraseys andDouglas,
2004). The great plate boundary earthquakes are believed to have
originated north of the MCT and ruptured the entire basal décollement
south of the Higher Himalaya up to the HFT (Seeber and Armbruster,
1981).

The surface geological data imply that the crust above the MHT is
composed principally of thrust-imbricated sedimentary and crystalline
strata thatweredetached from the leadingedgeof Indianplate (Gansser,
1964). Based on the analysis of great detachment earthquakes and focal
parameters of medium size earthquakes, it has been suggested that a
gently dipping (2–3°) regional detachment underlies the thrust faults at
a depth of 15–20 km (Baranowski et al., 1984; Ni and Barazangi, 1984;



Fig. 2. (A) Major tectonic features of the Himalaya: MCT — Main Central Thrust, MBT — Main Boundary Thrust; ITS — Indus–Tsangpo Suture; SP — Shillong Plateau; ES — Eastern
Syntaxis; AY — Arakan Yoma; Dark band — subrecent volcanics (base map modified from Ni and Barazangi, 1984; Nakata et al., 1990). Regions discussed in the paper are shown as
shaded boxes. A — Central Himalaya; B — Shillong Plateau; and C — NE India. Inset: interplate thrust boundary between the Indian and Eurasian plates and the direction of ongoing
convergence at the rate of 40–50 mm/yr (Banerjee and Bürgmann, 2002). (B) Generalized north–south geologic section showing various thrust systems in the Central Himalaya
(after Seeber and Armbruster, 1981).
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Seeber and Armbruster, 1981). This argument is consistent with the
flattening of the Main Boundary Thrust at depth, as inferred from the
balanced cross sections suggesting ramp geometry beneath the Lesser
Himalaya (Célérier et al., 2009; Schelling andArita, 1991; Srivastava and
Mitra, 1994). Steepening of the Moho inferred from gravity anomalies
also suggests an active ramp beneath the lesser Himalaya (Lyon-Caen
and Molnar, 1985). Variations of terrace heights (300–500 m above the
present river valley, with the heights of the lower terraces varying from
10 s of meters to 100 m) observed along the Kali Gandaki River, one of
themajor rivers of theHimalaya,maybepointedout asanother evidence
for the existence of the ramp structure (Molnar, 1987a). Further north,
the mid-crustal ramp is believed to sole in to the deeper décollement
that is considered to represent the 30–40 km deep seismic reflector
imaged by the INDEPTH experiment (Zhao et al., 1993).

A decade of geodetic andmicroseismic data from the Central Nepal
suggest that the crustal ramps beneath the Higher Himalaya could be
acting as a geometric asperity for the accumulation of elastic strain
(Pandey et al., 1995). Further, these authors suggest that the transfer
of stresses at the ramp-flat transition zones could evolve into large or
medium size earthquakes. While most moderate/large earthquakes
during the post-instrumental period seem to originate on gently
dipping fault planes at focal depths of 10–20 km, some of them are
also associated with sub-horizontal, north-dipping fault planes (Ni
and Barazangi, 1984). Baranowski et al. (1984) reported three events
with steeper planes (~25°) in the Western Nepal and its vicinity,
which were considered to have originated above the detachment
surface. The Mw 7.6, 2005 Kashmir earthquake sourced on a shallow
and relatively steeper dipping fault may be considered as a recent
example of ramp related, highly damaging earthquakes (Avouac et al.,
2006). The 1991 Uttarkashi and 1999 Chamoli, two of the better-
studied earthquakes of the last decade originated on gently dipping
(~10°) fault planes, possibly the basal detachment. These earthquakes
are discussed later in this paper.

Thesouth-directedover-thrusting fromtheHimalayaplateboundary
and the subduction of the Indian plate beneath the Burmese plate along
the Arakan Yoma have led to the complex tectonic structures of NE India
(Fig. 2 A). The major seismotectonic elements are broadly demarcated
as the Eastern syntaxis, Arakan Yoma subduction zone, Shillong Plateau
and the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) of the Himalaya (Dutta, 1964;
Nandy, 2001). The 1950 earthquake is sourced near the eastern syntaxis,
a tectonically complex region where east–west convergence is taking
place within the Indo Burman ranges (Nandy, 2001). The other major
earthquake in the vicinity of the Himalaya is the M 8.0, 1897 Shillong
earthquake (revised magnitude; Ambraseys and Douglas, 2004). The
source mechanism of this earthquake was attributed to a north-dipping
detachment surface (Seeber and Armbruster, 1981), until Bilham and
England (2001) proposed a south-dipping fault that bounds the Shillong
Plateau as its causative structure (see Fig. 1 for location of the great
earthquakes). Based on the current state of knowledge, the seismic
sources are mostly attributed to the four tectonic elements mentioned
above.

3. Status of the Central Seismic Gap

The 500 to 800-km-long segment of the northwestern Himalaya,
located between the rupture zones of the 1905 Kangra and the 1934
Bihar–Nepal earthquakes, generally referred to as the ‘Central Seismic
Gap’ supposedly defines an unruptured part of the Himalayan arc



Fig. 3. (A) Major structures in the Garhwal–Kumaun Himalaya with locations of the
1905, 1803, 1991 and 1999 earthquakes. (B) The traverses of the British explorer Raper
(1810) around the epicentral area of the 1803 Garhwal earthquake and locations of
temples and other features. The Uttarkashi and Chamoli earthquakes are shown by stars
(after Rajendran and Rajendran, 2005). GN — Gopinath Temple at Gopeshwar; BN —

Baijnath Temple; KT — Katarmal Temple.
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(Khattri, 1987; Khattri and Tyagi, 1983; Yeats and Thakur, 1998).
Although this segment has remained relatively quiet since historic
times, a few large earthquakes of MN7.0 have occurred to its east, in
the past. Of these, the earthquakes of 1833 and 1866 occurred in its
eastern periphery, and the 1803 and the 1916 events occurred within
the gap. Feldl and Bilham (2006) used the example of 1833–1934 pair
during an interval of 101 years to suggest that a great earthquake can
follow a major earthquake at the same location sooner than anti-
cipated, based on the renewal times inferred from plate convergence
rates, an apparent departure from the seismic gap theory. Following
the same argument, they authors suggest that the 1905 Kangra region
is ready for a large earthquake.

Another event that has been discussed much in the recent years is
the June 6, 1505 earthquake, which was originally believed to have
sourced near northwest Nepal or southwest Tibet (Chitrakar and
Pandey, 1986) until the recent evaluation of its size and location by
Ambraseys and Jackson (2003). Based on the reported destruction to
Tibetan monasteries placed ~700 km apart, a rupture length of 400–
700 km and Mw ~8.2 have been assigned to this earthquake, which is
believed to have filled the entire central seismic gap (Ambraseys and
Jackson, 2003; Bilham and Ambraseys, 2005). Based on the severity of
damage in the Gangetic Plain caused by some of the previous
earthquakes in the Central Himalaya (e.g., 1803 and 1934), it has been
argued that a M N8 type earthquake would have caused much more
devastation than what is reported for the 1505 earthquake. Moreover,
the damage caused at locations separated by more than 600 km by
some recent earthquakes (e.g., Mw 6.6, 1999 Chamoli; Rajendran
et al., 2000) suggests that evenmoderate earthquakes in the Himalaya
can affect sites that are separated by considerable distances (see also
Martin and Szeliga (2010) for intensity reports for Indian earthquakes
since 1636). Further, no destruction to the long-standing medieval
monuments in the city of Delhi has been reported. Thus, we propose
that there is a bias in using the damage to monasteries and temples,
which are mostly located on hilltops, as a basis for evaluating the
rupture extent for the 1505 earthquake (see Rajendran and Rajendran
(2005) for further discussion on the 1505 earthquake).

Geodetic data implies more than 9 m slip in the Central Gap,
which can potentially generate a M ~8.7 earthquake and it has been
suggested that if the recurrence interval is ~500 years, the region is
ready for the next rupture (Bilham and Ambraseys, 2005). Based on
paleoseismological investigations at various locations in the north-
western Himalaya, Kumar et al. (2006, 2010) reported a coseismic slip
of 8–26 m that is ascribed to an event during AD 1400, which they
believe could be the 1505 event. It is implicitly assumed that all these
reported large vertical offsets in the geological sections are associated
with the movement along the gently dipping detachment plane. We
suggest that this paradox of 8–26 m coseismic slip reported from the
sedimentary sections against the lack of slip from the great earthquakes
in the recent past needs to be addressed. The historical uncertainties on
the actual occurrence of great the late medieval great earthquake is
another issue that needs to be understood in this context.

3.1. Major historic earthquakes in and around the Central Himalaya

The September 1, 1803 event was regarded as the largest to have
occurred in the central gap, until Ambraseys and Jackson (2003),
reevaluated the reports on the 1505 earthquake and suggested it to be a
M ~8.2, gap-filling event. Based on the damage reports, Rajendran and
Rajendran (2005) placed the epicenter of the 1803 earthquake close to
Srinagar (Fig. 3A, B) and assigned it a magnitude of Mw 7.7±0.4. Some
ancient temples in the region were damaged in 1803, the records of
which are fortuitously preserved. For example, a stone inscription (in
the ancient script ofDevnagari) on theouterwall of theGopinath temple
at Gopeshwar testifies to its partial destruction and restoration after the
1803 earthquake (see Fig. 3B for location of the temple). The AD 10–12
century Katarmal Sun temple near Almora (appears to have been
affected by a shearingmovement, as evident from the rotation on pillars
that support two of the outer structures (see Rajendran and Rajendran,
2005 for details). During a visit to the temple in 1808, Raper (1810) had
noted its ruinous state, but was uncertain if the damage was from the
1803 earthquake. During a recent visit to the region we noted some
previously unnoticed evidence for rotation of pillars in the inner
structure of the Baijnath temple, located about 5 km north of Almora.
But for theminor damages on the three templesmentioned above, none
of the other temples, whose histories are well known, is known to have
suffered any shaking related damage. After detailed evaluation of the
history and current status of the contemporary temples in the region,
Rajendran and Rajendran (2005) concluded that the 1803 earthquake
wasnot severe enough todestroy the large stone structures, the damage
at Gopinath temple, close to the source, being the most significant.
However, this earthquake damaged buildings in Delhi, located more
than 250 km away from the epicenter (Nath et al., 1967). Notable
among the damage to the distant city was at QutbMinar, the 13 century
72.5-m high tower, which lost one of its cupolas (a plain square top on
four stone pillars) (Cunningham, 1864; Sharma, 2001).

image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. Views of the liquefied sections observed near Gagil. (A) Close view of a sandblow
feature (dotted outline) wherein fluidized fine sand has broken through the top
brownish clayey–sandy layer. The location of the peat sample is shown by a dot.
(B) sections of fluidized sand cutting through pebble horizon, and (C) fluidization
below a thick layer of gravel.
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The June 6, 1505 event is reported to have strongly felt in the
northern part of the Great Himalaya (Ambraseys and Jackson, 2003).
However, as compared to the 1803 earthquake, there are fewer felt
reports from the central Himalaya and the Gangetic Plain, for the 1505
event. This earthquake did not cause any significant damage to the
monuments in Delhi. For example, the Bara-Gumbad Mosque (AD
1484; Sharma, 2001) apparentlywithstood this earthquake, indicating
weak impact in Delhi.

Trenching investigations in the NW Himalaya by Kumar et al.
(2006, 2010) suggest a major slip event (coseismic slip ~18 m) during
AD 1404 and 1422, which they have attributed to the 1505 event.
Curiously, trenching by Lave et al. (2005) in the Nepal central Himalaya
did not expose any slip corresponding to this supposedly gap-filling
event, although they identified two older events (AD ~700 and 1100);
the younger one was associated with a surface displacement of ~17
(+5/−3) meters. Slip associated with the 1505 earthquake was not
observed in the trenches in Nepal Himalaya. Kumar et al. (2006) notes
the lack of confirmed historical reports of large shaking commensurate
with that expected of such a large event. Based on the relatively lower
level of devastation in the Gangetic plain, Rajendran and Rajendran
(2005) considered the 1505 earthquake as a non-plate boundary event,
probably comparable to the 1803 earthquake.

A few other recent, moderate earthquakes in the region have caused
severe damage in their epicentral regions and far off locations — 1975
Kinnaur, 1991 Uttarkashi and 1999 Chamoli earthquakes, among them.
The M 6.8 Kinnaur earthquake, reported to have been felt in an area of
~250,000 km2, including Delhi, caused wide spread destruction in the
epicentral area (Khattri et al., 1978; Singh et al., 1975). Buildings in the
affected areas were mostly of the mud/stone masonry type, which were
severely damaged along with many temples and monasteries, usually
located on hill tops (Singh et al., 1975), which curiously compares well
withwhat have been reported for the 1505 event, near to its source zone.
Although no primary surface rupture was recorded, Khattri et al. (1978)
reported a series of step faults with near-vertical movement; the fault
plane solution obtained by them (although not well-constrained)
indicated a near-vertical maximum compressive stress, which they
consideredwas quite unusual for a region dominated byNE–SWdirected
horizontal compression.

3.2. The 1905 Kangra earthquake

The April 4, 1905 earthquake is among the three great 20th century
earthquakes in theHimalaya, quite devastating in terms of the loss of life
and property. Intensities of X (Rossi-Forel) were observed in the Sub-
Himalaya atKangra (Middlemiss, 1910). AmagnitudeMs8was assigned
to this earthquake using instrumental data (Gutenberg and Richter,
1954); based on the reevaluation using six European seismograms,
Ambraseys and Bilham (2000) reassigned it amagnitude of 7.8±0.2. No
surface faulting was associated with this earthquake and in the absence
of local seismometers, the aftershock locations are also not available to
constrain the rupture. Although there have been efforts to use the
triangulation data to model the rupture (Chander, 1988; Gahalaut and
Chander, 1991; Yeats and Lillie, 1991), basedona reevaluationof the raw
data, Bilham(2001) suggested that the triangulation suffers fromseveral
systematic errors and therefore rupture estimate remains questionable.
The revised magnitude estimate of 7.8±0.2 would suggest a rupture
length of~200 kmand also rule out a continuous rupture fromKangra to
DehraDun(Ambraseys andBilham, 2000). Thedevelopmentof twohigh
seismic intensity areas one close to the epicenter near Kangra and
another near Dehra Dun about 250 km, to its southeast has remained a
matter of interest. The double meizoseismal zones have been attributed
to two independent earthquakes (Hough et al., 2005) as well as to
secondary effects from site response on thick alluvium (Srivastava et al.,
2010). Focal depth of this earthquake is not reliably determined.

Seeber and Armbruster (1981) suggested that the 1905 Kangra
earthquake also originated on the basal décollement, like the other great
Himalayan earthquakes, and the rupture has not reached the surface.
Yeats and Lillie (1991) related its source to a blind thrust, expressed
on the surface by the growth of sub-Himalayan folds. The thrust faults
and folds, caused by the highly deforming duplex zone observed in
highest intensity zone of the 1905 earthquake (Fig. 4A and B), support
this argument. The rupture presumably terminated near the mapped
location of the Jawalamukhi thrust fault, located south of the Main
Boundary Thrust (Powers et al., 1998). The overpressurization observed
in exploratory wells and the interseismic strain reported by Gahalaut
and Chander (1991), led Powers et al. (1998) to suggest that the
subsidiary structures closer to the MBT may be subject to higher strain
accumulation.

Strain accumulation on the secondary structures associated with
major thrust faults could result from the propagation of the fold-and-
thrust belt. The ramp geometry formed by the propagating thrust
faults commonly lead to broad heterogeneities along the fault system,
which act as geometric barriers for rupture termination and strain
accumulation (Pandey et al., 1995, for example). Balanced cross
sections in northwestern Himalaya (Powers et al., 1998; Srivastava
and Mitra, 1994), and far eastern Nepal (Schelling and Arita, 1991)
show the presence of crustal ramps overlying the great detachment
plane. We have reproduced here the balanced cross sections across the
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Kangra region, showing development of crustal ramps and steep fault
planes on the thrust systems (Fig. 5A and B; Powers et al., 1998). Given
this geometry, the thrust sheetsmustbendupwardasdisplacements are
translated up a ramp, causing near-surface uplift. Vertical deformation
of the thrust sheet is also believed to be controlled by the slope of the
fault as well as volume contraction within the wedge, leading to local
uplifts, which may not be associated with coseismic slip (Jackson and
Bilham, 1994).

Arguably, the asperity breaking earthquake, originating on the
crustal ramp can transfermovement along their steep limbs, leading to
large displacements compared to those originating on the detachment
plane. A similar mechanism has been evoked to explain the coseismic
surface slip up to 10 m, associated with the Mw 7.6, 1999 Chi-Chi
(Taiwan) earthquake (Chen et al., 2001). The Mw 7.6 2005, Kashmir
earthquake, comparable to the Chi-Chi earthquake, was associated
with an average fault slip of 4 m, with a maximum of 7 m and the
surface ruptures are reported to coincide with the MBT (Avouac et al.,
2006). The Kashmir earthquake is comparable in size to the Uttarkashi
and Chamoli events, but it was far more destructive, probably because
of its ground deformation characteristics. The Uttarkashi and Chamoli
earthquakes were caused by the rupture of shallow dipping (~10°N)
blind thrust faults on deeper parts (~15 km) of the detachment
(Cotton et al., 1996; Kayal et al., 2003). On the contrary, the Kashmir
earthquake occurred on a relatively steep fault that splays upward
from the detachment, as suggested by the focal mechanisms (Harvard
CMT: strike of fault plane: N133°E, dip 29°; Avouac et al. (2006).

3.3. Result of Trenching Investigations around Almora

The regions affected by the 1803 earthquake are considered
favorable locations for trenching investigations and we selected sites
close to the Katarmal temple. Here we report soft sediment deforma-
tions observed near Gagil, located about 8 km north of Almora, on the
east bank of the Kosi River (Fig. 3B for location). We examined a nearly
Fig. 5. (A) Duplex zone around the rupture termination of the 1905 Kangra earthquake. MCT
AA-A as shown in Fig. 5A. (Modified from Powers et al., 1998).
10m-long and 8 m-high section at the base of which we found a
fluidized layer made up of yellow and grayish clayey sand. Vertical
intrusions composed of whitish fine sand have disturbed the overlying
layer of grayish clayey sand (Fig. 4A). These sand-filled, fissure-like
structures are similar to what are classified as “pillars” that originate at
the bases of sand units overlying layers of mud or clay (Lowe, 1975).
Such upwardmovement of sand usually results from forceful ejection of
water during an earthquake shaking. Signs of forcefulflowwere evident
also from the rip-up clasts present within the sand. Peat embedded
within the clayey–sandy layer, whichwas broken during the ejection of
sand, yielded an age of 808±60 years BP (AD 1119–1292). This could
represent the age of the layer disrupted during the ejection of sand or
the peat could have been remobilized during the fluidization. Either
way, this date may representmaximum age of the fluidization event. In
another section ~3 km east of the site at Gagil, fluidized sand has been
mobilized through thick overburden, consisting mostly of pebble–
gravel mix, the fluidized layer currently occurs ~10 m below the surface
(Fig. 4B). At another site ~1 kmnorth of the Gagil site,fluidized sandhas
been mobilized through the overlying pebble bed, but no datable
material was obtained from this layer (Fig. 4c). Evidence for mobiliza-
tion of fine sand through the overlying strata was observed also at a few
other nearby sites, suggesting that fluidization is not isolated. Based on
the rotation of pillars of the ancillary structures of the AD10–12 century
Katarmal temple and the evidence of fluidization at multiple sites in its
vicinity, we suggest that an earthquake may have affected this region
after this temple was constructed. The age obtained for the feature at
Gagil falls in the same range (AD 1100) as reported by Lave et al. (2005)
from the trenches in the Central Nepal Himalaya.

4. Status of the Assam Gap

The northeastern region of India has generated two great earth-
quakes (1897 and 1950, bothM N8). The 1897 earthquake occurred on
the Shillong Plateau, and the 1950 earthquake occurred on the Assam
—Main Central Thrust; MBT—Main boundary thrust. (B) Balanced Cross section along
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syntaxis, the northeastern part of the Indian plate (Fig. 6A, B; see also
Bhattacharya et al., 2005; Gowd et al., 1998; Kayal and De, 1991;
Thingbaijam et al., 2008 for reviews on the seismicity of Northeast
Fig. 6. (A) Map showing the important tectonic features in NE India. (B) Relief map of the NE
Ambraseys and Douglas, 2004; Ambraseys and Jackson, 2003; Iyengar et al., 1999; Yadav e
India). A conspicuous feature of the northeast India seismicity is the
~250 km-long-spatial gap between the ruptures of 1897 and 1950,
designated as the “AssamGap”, (Khattri andWyss, 1978; Khattri et al.,
India showing the epicenters of significant earthquakes in the NE India (Source of data:
t al., 2009).
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1983). Seeber and Armbruster (1981) noted that the 1897 earthquake
rupture was 550-km-long, filling the ruptures between 1934 and
1950 earthquakes, consequently lowering the potential for a large
earthquake in this segment of the Himalaya. Based on the geometry of
the source zones and the conventional definition of seismic gaps,
Gowd et al. (1998) argued that the suggested “Assam Seismic Gap” is
not a real gap in seismicity. Kayal and De (1991) also refer to this
elongated zone as an “aseismic corridor”, implying that large earth-
quakes are unlikely in this region. Amore recent study by Thingbaijam
et al. (2008) also suggested a northeast trending zone of low
seismicity between the Mikir Hills and the Mishmi thrust. Thus, the
idea of “AssamGap” as a zone of future great earthquake remains to be
validated, possibly through extensive paleoseismologic investigations
to identify past ruptures and sources located within this region. In the
following sub section we provide an update on the past histories of
these two and other sources identified in the Assam valley.

4.1. The 1897 Shillong earthquake

The 1897 earthquake is one of the most damaging and perhaps the
best-documented great earthquake during the 19th century (Oldham,
1899). The earthquake produced an ~500-km-long and possibly 300-
km-wide rupture and is believed to have originated on a north-
dipping fault that crops on the Shillong Plateau (e.g. Molnar, 1987b;
Seeber and Armbruster, 1981; Fig. 7A). This was the prevailing view
until Bilham and England (2001) proposed a steep (50°) south–
southeast dipping reverse fault, close to the northern topographic
front of the Shillong Plateau. Based on geological, geophysical and
seismological data, Rajendran et al. (2004) suggested a less steep,
south-dipping fault, further north of the Oldham Fault, which would
project under the Brahmaputra alluvium, an issue that remains
debated (Bilham, 2006; Nayak et al., 2008; Rajendran et al., 2006a).
The other issue concerns the timing of the past earthquake in the
region. Based on historical, archeological and paleoseismological data,
Rajendran et al. (2004) suggested that the penultimate earthquake in
the 1897 source may have occurred ~1000 years BP, whereas Sukhija
et al. (1999a,b) suggested a date closer 500 yr BP. These issues have
also been debated (Rajendran et al., 2006b; Sukhija et al., 2006). We
briefly review the previous studies and present more information on
the past seismicity of the region.
Fig. 7. (A) Map showing the Brahmaputra Fault and the epicenter of the 1897 earthquake. (B
at Da Parbatiya. (D) Sketch of the Barnadi Bridge, which collapsed during the 1897 earthqu
4.1.1. Penultimate event: evidence from paleoseismogical and
archeological data

Evidence for a pre-1897 event, dated betweenAD 790 and 1010was
first reported from Mendipathar (Dilma), close to the Chedrang fault
(Rastogi et al., 1993; see Fig. 7B for locations of trenches). They further
reported that sand dikes belonging to the same vintage observed here
are ≥50 cm in width and are ubiquitous in this region. Later studies at
other close by spaced locations reported evidence for two past
earthquakes which were dated at 500±150 yr BP; 1100±150 yr BP
and possibly a third event N1500±150 yr BP (Sukhija et al., 1999a,b).
The oldest event was based on a single feature where as the other two
were averaged from multiple dates. Rajendran et al. (2004) reported
multiple liquefactions from trenches excavated near Dilma, and
suggested maximum and minimum age limits between AD 645–980
(1250±80 yr BP) and BC 545–AD 129 (2170±140 yr BP). In another
section atDilma, located a fewmeterswest of the abovementioned site,
peat from a ruptured clay horizon overlying a layer of fluidized sand
yielded an age of 2501±75 yr BP (BC 810–400; see Table 1). They also
note that the younger features (AD 1450–1650) are characterized by
~10 cm wide vents. The older vents (AD 700–1050) are ≥50 cm wide
and are comparable to the 1897 features, as reported also by Rastogi
et al. (1993).

Historical and archeological data provide additional constraints on
the past earthquakes that affected the Brahmaputra valley, where a
rich cultural establishment flourished during AD 5–10 century.
Widespread destruction to stone temples around Dhubri, Goalpara,
Barpeta, Guwahati, Nowgong and Tezpur, all belonging to AD 9–10th
century has been reported (Chaudhury, 1964a,b; see Fig. 7A for
locations). Barua (1966) argued that only some major earthquakes
could have caused such widespread destruction and that the period
between AD 9–11 centuries was known for massive reconstruction
activity. The case of a sixth century structure, the ruins of one of the
oldest temples in Assam, is particularly instructive. Located at Da-
Parbatia, near Tezpur, the remains of the original structure dates back
to AD 5–6th century, which was probably destroyed during an earlier
earthquake (Chaudhury, 1964a,b). Only a single doorframe remained
from the earlier construction and during AD 18 century, a new
structure was constructed around this frame. This new structure
collapsed during the earthquake of 1897, revealing the doorframe of
the older structure (Barua, 1966, Fig. 7C). Coexistence of structures
) Map showing the locations of trenches near Chedrang Fault (C) Remains of the temple
ake (sketch by Hannay, 1851).
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Table 1
Radiocarbon and TL dates from various sites in NE India.

Location Sample ID/Ref Lab code 14C age (yr. BP) Calibrated age (years AD) Sample/comments

Dilma D1-1897-1 NZAa14919 2501±75 BC 800–400 Charcoal
- do- D2-1897-1 BSb-1900 2170±140 BC 545–AD129 Charcoal
- do- D2-1897-2 BS-1901 1250±80 AD 645–980 Charcoal
Beltaghat SP-11 Sukhija et al. (1999b) 1010±150 AD 870–1190 Wood
Kharidhara SP-28 Sukhija et al. (1999b) 440±140 AD 1380–1620 Charcoal from sand dyke
Beltaghat SP-16 Sukhija et al. (1999b) 1500±150 AD 395–660 Peat from sand blow
Medipathar Rastogi et al. (1993) 1110±100 AD 790–1010 Tree trunk
Kamakhya KM/S2/BR KS2c 1194±120 yr 682–926 bricks (layer 2)
- do- KM/S3/Br KS3 1464±150 yr 521–686 Bricks (bottom layer)
Kalikulla B1/D/E1/1 BS-1722 S-2432 1460±220 yr AD 335–781 Twig
Kalikulla B1/D/E1/2 BS-1728 S-2438 1910±690 yr BC 776–AD 713 Peat-rich sediment
Kalikulla B1/D/E1/4 BS-1736 S-2477 200±80 yr AD 1797–1956 Peat
Kalikulla B1/D/E1/3 BS-1727 S-2437 5040±110 yr BC 4053–3634 In situ tree trunk
Paya P1/D/E1/4 BS-1738 S-2449 80±90 yr AD 1794–1956 Peat-rich sediment

a : NZA: analyzed at Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) laboratory at Rafter, New Zealand.
b : BS: analyzed at Radio Carbon Dating Laboratory, Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany, India. Calibrated using CALIB Radiocarbon Calibration (version 5.0.1), Stuiver et al.

(1998).
c : Analyzed at the Thermolumniscence laboratory at the Imphal University, Manipur, India.
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that follow distinctly different styles of construction and materials
used could have resulted from the restoration of existing structures,
following contemporary styles and building materials. Such ancient
ruins are not just confined to the vicinity of Tezpur and Guwahati, but
they are also found at many other locations in the Brahmaputra Valley
(Banerji, 1923; Chaudhury, 1964a,b), suggesting that the destruction
was rather wide spread.

Some ancient books such as Kalikapurana and Yoginitantra (AD 9
and 16 century respectively, referred by Iyengar et al., 1999) make
references todestruction to the temple of Kamakhya (AD7–8th century)
situated on the top of Nilanchal Hills (an inselberg of the Shillong
plateau), about 8 km southwest of the town of Guwahati (Fig. 7A for
location). The excavations (~2 m deep) at the temple of Kamakhya
exposed a layer of debris, broken bricks, pottery and a jumble of carved
stoneswith alternating levels of bricks, confirming the historical records
of destruction (see Rajendran et al., 2004 for details). Pottery and the
bricks from the bottommost layer yielded thermoluminescence (TL)
dates of 1194±120 yr and the 1464±150 yr. Rajendran et al. (2004)
interpreted this as the minimum and maximum age limits for the
penultimate earthquake. The younger age obtained from pottery is
closer to the age of the penultimate earthquake in the 1897 source,
inferred from trenches excavated at Dilma.

Another important structure that testifies structural integrity until
1897 is a 5 to 10 century-bridge across the presently dry channels of
the Barnadi River close to Guwahati. We refer to this structure as the
Barnadi Bridge, which was functional at least until 1205–1206 as
reported by Hannay (1851) (Fig. 7D). This bridge collapsed during the
1897 earthquake (Barua, 1966; Gait, 1905; p. 141). Since the bridge
was usable during AD 1205–1206 and it collapsed only in 1897, we
surmise that this bridge had probably not experienced similar shaking
at least for about 700 years of its existence.

4.2. The 1950 Assam earthquake

The August 15, 1950 earthquake in Upper Assam close to the
northern boundary of eastern syntaxis is one of the rare historic
earthquakes, which has been instrumentally recorded. The earth-
quake was located at Rima, near the Indo-China border (Tandon,
1954); it has been assigned a magnitude of 8.6–8.7 (Richter, 1958).
This earthquake was felt over an estimated area of 3 million km2 in
India, Burma, East Pakistan, Tibet and China and caused extensive
damage to Sadiya, Saikhoaghat and many other populated towns of
Assam, leading to 1500 deaths. It was most damaging in the Upper
Assam and produced remarkable changes in the topography of the
Upper Brahmaputra valley. The riverbeds were heavily silted, leading
to floods and shifts in the course of rivers. Damage to roads, railways,
bridges and buildings were extensive and the estimated acceleration
on alluviumwas 0.5 g (Ben-Menahemet al., 1974). Significant changes
caused by landslides were observed in the landscape, drainage and
ecology of an alluvial tract exceeding 150 km2 on the north bank of the
tributaries of the Lohit (alias Upper Brahmaputra) River. Catastrophic
destruction of extensive forests was evidenced by numerous dead tree
stumps in an upright position embedded in the sand sheets along river
courses (Kingdon-Ward, 1951; Ramesh and Gadagkar, 1990).

The aftershocks originally located by Tandon (1954) and relocated
by Chen and Molnar (1977) were distributed over a wide zone that
suggest a complex pattern of rupture, which was interpreted as a con-
sequence of excitation of subsidiary faults (Ben-Menahem et al., 1974).
The focal mechanism of the main event obtained by the same authors
suggested a mechanism dominated by strike–slip faulting. The two
suggested planes were in the NNW–SSE and ESE–WSW directions, the
former supported by the regional structural trend (Mishmi and Lohit
Thrusts) as well as distribution of initial aftershocks. Chen and Molnar
(1977) suggested thrust faulting on an easterly striking, northward
dipping fault at the eastern end of the Himalayan plate boundary and
strike–slip motion along the adjacent NNW striking plate boundary in
Burma. Focalmechanisms ofmore recent earthquakes reported by Chen
and Molnar (1977) also show large component of thrust faulting along
and near the eastern end of the Himalaya plate boundary, suggesting
that a combination of strike slip and thrust mechanisms is possible for
the 1950 earthquake.

4.2.1. Historical seismicity
Documented records do not mention any event of comparable

dimensions in the source zone of the 1950 earthquake. However,
significant earthquakes have been reported from the Assam valley and
nearby areas since the AD 15 century (see catalogues by Ambraseys
and Douglas, 2004; Iyengar et al., 1999). Some of the better-known
historical earthquakes in the region are shown in Fig. 6. Here we
discuss some of the important events discussed in the literature.

4.2.1.1. 1697 Sadiya earthquake. The 1967 Sadiya earthquake is one of
the earliest and most damaging earthquakes in this area, felt strongly
at the town of Sadiya, ~150 km southwest of the 1950 source. The
court chronicles mention of an earthquake in AD 1697, which
occurred at Sadiya in the Upper Assam region (referred to by Iyengar
et al., 1999) which reads as follows: In the month of Puh 1618 (AD
1697) Bandar Phukan of the Chetia family constructed a fort at
Puingdang under the orders of the king which took two months. In the
same year there was an earthquake, which continued for six months in an
abortive fashion, from Phagu to Saon. The earth was rent asunder at
Sadiya, and magur and kawai fish appeared in the breaches. As sands and
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water appeared at that place, the sides of the hills crumbled down. This is
an explicit description of a major earthquake, followed by a long and
significant sequence of aftershocks. The earthquake is reported to
have caused an appreciable aftershock sequence andmassive damage.
Ground fissuring and liquefaction were reported from the regions
close to Sadiya. The endurance of the Barnadi Bridge discussed earlier
suggests that the 1697 event must have been quite far from the site of
the bridge, and also from the 1897 source. The damage intensity at
Sadiya during the 1950 earthquake as indicated in Poddar (1950)
appears to be similar to what is described for the 1697 earthquake and
thus we believe that the event was closer to the 1950 source.

4.2.1.2. Earthquake of 1713/1714. A destructive earthquake is reported
to have occurred in the northeast India during the spring of 1713 and it
destroyed many houses and caused many fatalities. This event is also
mentioned in numerous contemporary Butanese documents, although
there is lack of clarity on the year of its occurrence (Ambraseys and
Jackson, 2003). The court chronicles describe this event as follows: The
stone domes situated at the two doors of Bhagra gate were broken by some
mysterious agent at night. The domes of the temple at Tinkhang were also
broken as well as those at the subsidiary temple at Charaideo Hill Iyengar
et al., 1999). Charaideo Hill is located to the southeast of Sibsagar
(26.98°N, 94.5° E), as reported by Gait (1905). This earthquake appears
to bewhat Iyengar et al. (1999) describe as the AD 1714 event, going by
the descriptions of damage to the temple at CharaideoHills. Although its
exact location is uncertain, this eventmay have occurred to the north of
the Mikir Hills (Fig. 6B). Locations of a few other moderate to large
eventsmentioned in the literature are also shown inFig. 6B, ofwhich the
1548 earthquake is notable as the recent work by Reddy et al. (2009)
who identified geological evidence for this event.

4.3. Results of trenching excavations around the Lohit River region

The 1950 earthquake generated widespread fissures and sand vents
in many localities in the alluvial plain of the Lohit River. The worst
affected areas were in the vicinity of Saikhawaghat, Sadiya, Margherita,
Ledo and Jorhat. Inmanyplaces thefissures and sand vents are reported
Fig. 8.Map showing the epicenter of the 1950 earthquake and the affected area. Hatched area
damaged fort at Chimri; T1 and T2: Exploratory trenches, which exposed the liquefaction f
to follow a linear arrangement and in some cases this continued for
miles.Most of thesefissures and sandvents are reported to beparallel to
the rivers and abandoned streams (Mathur, 1953).We carried out some
exploratory work around Saikhawaghat, concentrating mostly on the
northern and southernbanks of thenearly east–westflowing Lohit River
(Fig. 8), and the preliminary results were discussed by Rajendran and
Rajendran (2000). Trenching at selected locations, Digaru Ghat, Paya
and Saikhawaghat in Lohit district exposed evidence of massive
liquefaction, mostly in the form of vented sands (Fig. 9A and B). At
somesiteswe located large sizevents of recentoriginpossibly due to the
1950 earthquake.

Reddy et al. (2009) have carried out trenching excavations in the
area and the ages obtained by them mostly correspond to the 1950
event. They further provide evidence for two historically reported
earthquakes (AD 1548 and 1697). Our excavations at Digaru Ghat and
Paya revealed a complex and reworked stratigraphy, with evidence of
sand blows.While the evidence for relatively younger events are better
preserved, the older features appear to have been highly disturbed
(possibly due to the frequent floods, erosion and landslides that
frequent this area). Here we discuss one of the sections exposed at
Digaru Ghat, where the 3×2 m trench exposed essentially medium to
fine grained gray sand, which has been intensely liquefied.

The trench exposed three units of fine-grained whitish sand, which
we refer to as the top, middle and bottom layers of liquefied sand
(Fig. 9A,B). The host sand is composed of silty, greyish sand. Rip-up
clasts derived from the host sands observed in the liquefied unit suggest
forceful ejection of water. The top layer of white sand showing signs of
fluidization probably represents the youngest event, the 1950 earth-
quake. The liquefied layer below this event horizon is capped by a thin
layer of peaty material (2–3 cm), which probably represents the paleo
surface. The peatymaterialwas dated at 200±80 yr BP. (calibrated age:
AD 1797 to Present), which provides the maximum age of the
intermediate unit. We suspect that this mid-layer of liquefied sand
could have been generated by the 1697 Sadiya earthquake that caused
significant liquefaction in the Brahmaputra Valley. Although the exact
location of the 1697 earthquake is not known, maximum damage was
reported fromSadiya, locatedabout50 kmNWof the trenchatPaya. The
shows areas affected by the landslides (modified fromMathur, 1953). F: location of the
eatures.
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Fig. 9. (A) Photograph showing the liquefaction features and part of a tree stump exposed in trench T2 at Digaru Ghat. (B) Sketch of the liquefaction features exposed at Trench T2.
Dots show sample locations.
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bottom-most layer of liquefied sand also consisted of the same source
sand, althoughwe could not trace the fissure for any of these features, in
this trench. A twig obtained from this layer gave an age of 1460±220 yr
BP (calibrated age: AD 335–781) which we consider as the contempo-
raneous date of the sand emplacement. A tree trunk in its growth
position was observed at ~1.6 m below the present surface, which was
dated at 5040±110 yr BP (BC 4053–3634). From the disposition of the
trunk, it appears that tree was ripped off in a sudden movement. The
1950 earthquake is known to have caused extensive destruction to the
forests in the region, as evidenced by the numerous tree stumps in
upright position (Ramesh and Gadagkar, 1990).

5. Discussion

The Himalaya plate boundary and the Shillong plateau have
generated four great earthquakes during the 100 plus years, but the
record of seismic history before AD 1500 remains sketchy. Newer
tools and techniques propelled studies during the last two decades —
GPS based slip models and paleoseismological techniques, among
them. These were complemented by the efforts to use archival
information to refine locations, rupture extents and magnitudes of
large events. We have usedmuch of these data and inferences derived
therein, to understand the important seismic sources in the Himalaya
and also to review the status of the Central and Assam seismic gaps.

Geodetic slip models imply that a great earthquake is imminent in
the Central Himalaya, assuming a renewal time of ~500 years and that
the 1505 earthquake was the gap-filling penultimate earthquake
(Feldl and Bilham, 2006). The large slip of the same vintage (AD 1400)
observed by Kumar et al. (2010) is attributed to this event. Based on
observations in the trenches excavated in the Nepal Central Himalaya,
Lave et al. (2005) reported an AD 1100 event. They assign amagnitude
of Mw 8.8 to this event, which caused the coseismic displacement of
~17 (+5/−3)m. Although close to the 1934 source, their trenches did
not expose any evidence of younger slip. The trenches, although close
to the purported source zone of the 1505 earthquake, did not expose
any corresponding slip. The absence of slip from the better-known
1934 event is an indication that ruptures may terminate at the basal
detachment–wedge transition. These mid-crustal ramps may remain
as geometric asperities during interseismic periods, accommodating
convergence through thrusting and folding in the sub Himalaya
(Lyon-Caen and Molnar, 1985). Strain accumulation on mid-crustal
ramps has been inferred from microseismic and geodetic data from
the Central Himalayas of Nepal (Pandey et al., 1995).

Earthquakes originating on the splay faults within the wedges may
typically be associated with steeply dipping fault planes compared to
the gently dipping fault plans of the basal décollement. Thus, the 1991
Uttarkashi and 1999 Chamoli earthquakes, both considered as décolle-
ment earthquakes, originated on gently dipping (10°) fault planes. The
2005 Kashmir earthquake on the other hand originated on a steeper
(29°) dipping plane at a shallower source and generated 4–7 m slip. The
1999 Mw 7.6 Chi-Chi (Taiwan) earthquake is another well-known
example of large coseismic slip (up to10 m), caused by failure on a ramp
structure (Chen et al., 2001). It has been proposed that as the thrust
sheet associated with the rupture bends upward along a ramp, the
movement may produce a large vertical displacement leading to the
amplified slip (Chen et al., 2001). Eventually large earthquakes could
break through these asperities and transfer the deformation to the
surface, leading to large surface rupturing events (the Chi-Chi-type
events). Thus it is possible that the detachment breaking earthquakes
produce no surface ruptures, and those originating on mid-crustal
ramps lead to relatively larger displacements. Interpretation of paleoslip
observations in trenches in terms of size of the past earthquakes should
consider the dual nature of sources.

Balanced cross sections from the 1905 Kangra earthquake suggest
that the region of rupture termination is marked by a series of thrust
faults and folds, from a highly deforming duplex zone. The rupture
presumably terminated near the mapped location of the Jawalamukhi
thrust fault, a zone noted for overpressurization and higher interseismic
strain accumulation (Gahalaut and Chander, 1991; Powers et al., 1998).
Thus, two explanations seem possible for the lack of surface rupture for
the 1905 earthquake. One, that it occurred on the shallow basal
detachment surface as suggested by Seeber and Armbruster (1981), but
the rupture terminatedbefore it reached the surface (as suggested in the
case of the 1934 earthquake). Two, it occurred on a blind thrust and
most of the deformation was through folding (Yeats and Lillie, 1991).

Based on historical, archeological and geological records we
surmise that the past great earthquake in the Central Himalaya
occurred ~1000 years ago and that the gap in seismicity in the Central
Himalaya is real. The eastern part of the Central Gap is relatively more
active, having generated four earthquakes during the last 700 years
(1255–1934). The 1833 and 1866 earthquakes form part of this cluster
and the great 1934 earthquake followed these events. The occurrence
of 1934 earthquake 101 years after the 1833 event is considered as a
departure from the seismic gap theory that postulates specific renewal
times for large earthquakes (Bilham, 2004; Feldl and Bilham, 2006).
While the renewal time of great earthquakes originating on the
detachment fault might reflect the strain buildup due to plate con-
vergence, and thus leading to episodic behavior, the shallow out-of-
sequence thrust events result from the deformation of the wedge.
Thus, it is likely that the 1833 and 1866 earthquakes originated on a
blind thrust, whereas the 1934 event was sourced on the detachment
surface. The shallow and relatively steeper splay faults of the wedges
are geometrically favorable for the generation of large slip, as observed
in the 1999 Chi-Chi and 2005 Kashmir earthquakes, discussed earlier.
Evidence for the AD 1100 earthquake with slip ~17 m and the lack of
slip during the subsequent events in 1505 and 1934 (Lave et al., 2005)
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argues for the existence of such splay faults within the propagating
wedge. Large variations in terrace elevations along Kali Gandaki River
(Molnar, 1987a) and the steeper fault planes observed for a few earlier
earthquakes in the Nepal area (Baranowski et al., 1984) are suggested
as other evidence for active wedge deformation.

Someresearchers observe that the1505earthquakehas ruptured the
Central Gap (Ambraseys and Jackson, 2003; Kumar et al., 2010).
And, assuming a renewal time of ~500 years, the Central Himalaya is
considered to be ready for the next great earthquake. Our studies in the
area, including several AD 7 to 12 century temples and monuments
older than AD 1500 in the Central Himalaya and Delhi, did not lead
to identification of any significant shaking effects that could be
attributed to a great Central Himalaya earthquake during medieval
times. Considering the likelihood that the reported destruction to
monasteries separated 700 kmapart could also bedue to site effects and
the possibility for amplification of slip on the blind thrusts, we propose
that the status of the 1505 earthquake as a great gap-filling event needs
further review. Based on the variety of data presented herewe infer that
the pre-1803 large earthquake in the Central Himalaya must have
occurred ~900 years ago, and that the gap between the 1905 and 1934
ruptures may be real.

The 1897 earthquake is associated with a mechanism different from
the great décollement earthquakes and its predecessor is probably
~1000 years old. Some of the published age data along with the newly
acquired data are presented in Table 1 and are also shown in the space–
time diagram (Fig. 10). The ~1000 year-old earthquake in the 1897
source seems to be evident frommultiple data; it is one of the few past
earthquakes for which archeological and paleoseismological data are
available from multiple sources.
Fig. 10. Space–time diagram showing ages of past earthquakes in the 1897 and 1950
sources detailed in Table 1.
Compared to the 1897 event, the paleoseismic record of the 1950
source is sketchy and the available data is inadequate to suggest the
time of the previous large earthquake in this region. Paleoseismolo-
gical investigations in the Lohit valley have exposed evidence for at
least two earlier events, one is probably the 1697 Sadiya earthquake
and the other one dates to AD 335–781. Although studies in the Assam
Valley have led to the identification of sedimentary features generated
by some recent events (AD 1400 onwards), evidence for the older
events are sketchy. Reddy et al. (2009) reports evidence for an AD
1548 event, but our data is not sufficient to resolve between the
features of the 1548 and 1697 events. If the AD 1548 earthquake is
similar in size to the 1950 earthquake, future paleoseismological
investigations should lead to the discovery of additional secondary
effects of the same vintage and perhaps evidence for older events.
Should this event be considered as the predecessor of the 1950
earthquake, renewal time of great earthquakes in this region could be
much shorter (~500 years). The corridor of low seismicity between
the Mikir Hills and the Mishmi Thrust (the Assam Gap) appears to
exist because of the occurrence of two large earthquakes associated
with these source zones, which are tectonically unconnected. The
intervening region, designated as the “Assam gap” is generally devoid
of large/moderate earthquakes. We believe that the gap in time and
space observed between these tectonically distinct sources is not a
seismic gap in the conventional sense. However, in terms of hazard,
earthquakes originating from either of these sources pose a great
threat to the Assam Valley, as observed from the damage during the
1697, 1897 and 1950 earthquakes.

6. Conclusions

1. The penultimate plate boundary event in the Central Himalayamay
have occurred ~1000 years ago.

2. The status of the 1505 event as a great plate boundary event needs
review.

3. The temporal gap in the Central Himalaya in terms of recurrence of
plate boundary events is real.

4. There is a duality of seismic sources in the Himalaya. The
earthquakes originating on the basal detachment plane are not
likely to rupture the surface as exemplified by the 1934 Bihar–
Nepal earthquake. Those on the out-of-sequence, steeply dipping
faults on the crustal rampmay propagate to the surface and lead to
large vertical displacements, as observed in the 2005 Kashmir
earthquake.

5. Spatial clustering of large earthquakes is observed on the eastern
boundary of the Central Gap. The earthquakes originating on the
basal detachment may follow episodic behavior corresponding to
plate convergence. The out-of-sequence events may be more ran-
dom as they follow the wedge deformation.

6. The penultimate earthquakes in the 1897 Shillong and 1950 Upper
Assam sources may have occurred ~1000 years and ~500 years,
respectively.
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